
Swing Headboard Supplement
Use these instructions in addition with the Murphy Bed
Installation document, Step 3 “Assemble the Bed Cabinet”.m

NOTE: You will be reversing the order that you attach the
headboard and the Top Panel to the bed from the normal
instructions.

The Cabinet Part 1 video will aid in the attachment of the Top
Panel.  NOTE: The video is for the standard installation, but the
top panel attachment is the same.

Top Panel
S3-1. Connect Top Panel to Vertical
With the Verticals of the bed face down on the floor attach the
top panel. Top panel should be flush with the top of the
verticals and the front.

Secure each side with five 1-½” screws.

S3-2. Repeat for the other Vertical

https://www.wwbeds.com/_files/ugd/a02750_af65c03a077f457a85150586f58cc93b.pdf
https://www.wwbeds.com/_files/ugd/a02750_af65c03a077f457a85150586f58cc93b.pdf


S3-3. Add Swing Headboard
NOTE: Two people are needed for this step.  The
headboard will need to be supported and held in
place from both sides.

Place the dowels on the end of the headboard into
the Swing Headboard Tack.  They will not be
attached and will free-float in the tracks.

Make sure the finished edge of the headboard is
toward the Top Panel and the good side is down.

S3-4 Add the Headboard Support.
NOTE: Two people are needed for this step.  The
headboard will need to be supported and held in
place from both sides.

This will be the 4” wide board with the dowels on the
end.  While still supporting the Swing Headboard,
place the headboard support into the dowel holes in
the vertical.  Push together the verticals to close any
gaps and secure with 4 - 1 ½” screws.

Stand the cabinet up and move in the against the
wall to where it will be mounted in a later step

Continue with Step L-1a if you have lights or Step 3-9 in the Murphy Bed Installation document .
.

How to use the Swing headboard.
This Swing Headboard is intended to be used for thicker mattresses.  The Swing Headboard can be in two
positions. The “Back Position for closing the mattress and cabinet and the “Forward Position” for when the bed
is in  use.

To transition from Forward Position to Back, simply lift the Swing Headboard straight up (about 1”) and push
the lower part back toward the wall. Let go and the headboard should drop down into the locked position.

To bring back to the Forward Position, do the same thing in reverse.


